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Introduction
Doing full Bayesian inference on ordinary differential equations (ODE)-based models can be computationally
intensive, because we need to solve the ODE of interest many times and across a broad range of parameter
values. When using a Hamiltonian Monte Carlo sampler, we also need to solve an augmented ODE system in
order to propagate derivatives. Consequently, an otherwise well-behaved differential equations can pick up
pathologies such as stiffness, especially when the chain explores certain regions of the parameter space. To
warm up the sampler, it is important to explore these regions and therefore use a stiff solver. However, once
the chain explores the typical set and focuses on more “reasonable” parameter values, a non-stiff solver, such
as the Runge-Kutta of 4th/5th order (rk45), can actually do the job.

This motivates the following scheme: warm up the sampler using a stiff ODE solver and then switch to a
non-stiff solver. This report shows an example where this approach yields a gain in efficiency.

Michaelis-Menten kinetics
Consider a pharmacokinetics model in which a drug is orally administered. The drug is absorbed from the
gut, into a central compartment, and eliminated in a non-linear fashion, following Michaelis-Menten kinetics.
The scientific interpretation is as follows: at first, the elimination increases with the drug amount in the
central compartment but eventually the rate saturates. The ODE is

y′
1 = −kay1

y′
2 = kay1 − VmC/(Km + C)

where C = y2/V . y(t) describes the drug mass over time, and hence C(t) is the drug concentration in the
central compartment.

Data simulation
We use the deSolve package to simulate data.
set.seed(1954)

# simulate data
ka <- 2.8
V <- 27
Vm <- 10
Km <- 14
sigma <- 0.1
y0 <- 100 # initial drug mass in the gut

parm <- c(ka, V, Vm, Km)
state <- c(Y1 = y0, Y2 = 0)
dydt <- function(t, state, parm) {

with(as.list(c(state, parm)), {
C = Y2 / V
dY1 <- - ka * Y1
dY2 <- ka * Y1 - Vm * C / (Km + C)
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list(c(dY1, dY2))
})

}

times <- c(seq(0.5, 1.5, by = 0.25), seq(10, 100, by = 10))
n <- length(times)

mass <- ode(y = state, time = times, func = dydt, parms = parm)
concentration <- mass[, 3] / V
y <- rnorm(n, concentration, sigma)

Let’s examine the drug concentration over time in the central compartment.
plot <- ggplot(data = data.frame(y = y, times = times),

aes(x = times, y = y)) +
geom_point() + theme_bw()
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Stan model
The Stan model is a direct transcription of the data generating process. There is one twist in the transformed
parameters block: we write the code to solve the ODE with both the rk45 and the bdf solver. The boolean
stiff_solver controls which integrator gets called.

if (!stiff_solver) {
x = integrate_ode_rk45(system, y0, t0, t, theta, x_r, x_i);

} else {
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x = integrate_ode_bdf(system, y0, t0, t, theta, x_r, x_i);
}

modelName <- "Michaelis_MentenPK"

# compile model
if (TRUE) {

file <- paste0("model/", modelName, ".stan")
mod <- cmdstan_model(file)

}

Model executable is up to date!

# create initial points for Markov chain
init <- function() {

list(
ka = exp(rnorm(1, log(2.5), 1)),
V = exp(rnorm(1, log(35), 0.5)),
Vm = exp(rnorm(1, log(10), 0.5)),
Km = exp(rnorm(1, log(2.5), 1.5)),
sigma = abs(rnorm(1, 0, 0.1))

)
}

# TODO -- use a different init for each chain
init1 <- init()
with(init1, stan_rdump(ls(init1), "output/init.1.r"))

# format data for Stan
stan_data <- list(N = n, y = y, t = times, y0 = c(y0, 0))

Fitting the model with the rk45 and bdf solvers
For starters, let’s try fitting the model using the non-stiff solver, both for the warmup and the sampling
phases.
stan_data$stiff_solver <- 0

nChains <- 4
num_cores <- min(nChains, detectCores())
n_warmup <- 1000
n_samples <- 1000
n_iter <- n_warmup + n_samples
total_samples <- nChains * n_samples

fit <- mod$sample(
data = stan_data, num_chains = nChains, num_cores = num_cores,
num_warmup = n_warmup, num_samples = n_samples, seed = 123,
init = "output/init.1.r")

fit_rk45 <- read_stan_csv(fit$output_files())
saveRDS(fit_rk45, file = file.path("output", "fit_rk45.RSave"))

Note: we won’t run the model here, because it saturates the report with warning messages (and I haven’t
worked out how to delete them when using cmdstanr). Instead, we’ll read in a saved fit.
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fit_rk45 <- readRDS(file = file.path("output", "fit_rk45.RSave"))
get_elapsed_time(fit_rk45)

warmup sample
chain:1 35.7772 2.90914
chain:2 83.9046 3.43339
chain:3 19.3799 3.98312
chain:4 49.2023 2.77506

With certain seeds, we also pick up divergent transitions.

Let’s now try the bdf sampler.
stan_data$stiff_solver <- 1

fit <- mod$sample(
data = stan_data, num_chains = nChains, num_cores = num_cores,
num_warmup = n_warmup, num_samples = n_samples, seed = 123,
init = "output/init.1.r", refresh = 0)

fit_bdf <- read_stan_csv(fit$output_files())
saveRDS(fit_bdf, file = file.path("output", "fit_bdf.RSave"))

fit_bdf <- readRDS(file = file.path("output", "fit_bdf.RSave"))
get_elapsed_time(fit_bdf)

warmup sample
chain:1 34.7430 33.5462
chain:2 32.3981 28.7682
chain:3 35.9747 33.3677
chain:4 30.9221 30.9904

The runtimes is much more consistent, both between chains and between warmup and sampling phases. While
the runtime, averaged across chains, isn’t necessarily shorter, the total execution time is smaller because
we’re less likely to get that one or two chains that drift away.

Switching solvers
Let’s extract the parameters warmed up by the model with a bdf solver and initiate our chains in the
presumed typical set.
# extract warmed up parameters
sampler_parameters <- get_sampler_params(fit_bdf, inc_warmup = FALSE)
step_size_by_chain <- sapply(sampler_parameters,

function(x) mean(x[, "stepsize__"]))
mass_matrix <- get_mass_matrix(fit_bdf, nChains = 1)

samples <- extract(fit_bdf, permute = FALSE)
init2 <- list(ka = samples[1, 1, 1],

V = samples[1, 1, 2],
Vm = samples[1, 1, 3],
Km = samples[1, 1, 4],
sigma = samples[1, 1, 4])

with(init2, stan_rdump(ls(init2), "output/init2.R"))

We now run the sampling phase using the rk45 solver.
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stan_data$stiff_solver <- 0

# FIX ME -- need different init for each chain
fit2 <- mod$sample(

data = stan_data, num_chains = nChains, num_cores = num_cores,
num_warmup = 0, num_samples = n_samples, seed = 123,
init = file.path("output", "init2.R"),
stepsize = step_size_by_chain[1], # FIX ME -- should be a different step size
inv_metric = mass_matrix[[1]],
adapt_engaged = FALSE # just in case...

)

fit_mixed <- read_stan_csv(fit2$output_files())
saveRDS(fit_mixed, file = file.path("output", "fit_mixed.RSave"))

fit_mixed <- readRDS(file = file.path("output", "fit_mixed.RSave"))
get_elapsed_time(fit_mixed)

warmup sample
chain:1 2e-06 4.71709
chain:2 1e-06 3.04218
chain:3 1e-06 2.96612
chain:4 1e-06 4.00991

Let’s compare the bdf and the mixed sampler.
samples <- extract(fit_bdf)
samples2 <- extract(fit_mixed)

samples_bdf <- with(samples, c(ka, V, Vm, Km, sigma))
samples_mixed <- with(samples2, c(ka, V, Vm, Km, sigma))
samples_total <- c(samples_bdf, samples_mixed)

parameters <- c("ka", "V", "Vm", "Km", "sigma")
parm <- rep(rep(parameters, each = total_samples), 2)
method <- rep(c("bdf", "mixed"), each = total_samples)

plot_data <- data.frame(samples = samples_total, parm = parm,
method = method)

plot <- ggplot(data = plot_data,
aes(x = samples, color = method, fill = method)) +

geom_histogram(alpha = 0.5, position = "identity", bins = 30) +
theme_bw() + facet_wrap(~ parm, scale = "free")

plot
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The samples appear to be in close agreement.

Next, we examine the effective sample size per second.
ess1 <- summary(fit_bdf, par = parameters)[1]$summary[, 9]
eff1 <- ess1 / max(get_elapsed_time(fit_bdf)[, 2])

ess2 <- summary(fit_mixed, par = parameters)[1]$summary[, 9]
eff2 <- ess2 / max(get_elapsed_time(fit_mixed)[, 2])

eff <- c(eff1, eff2)
parm <- rep(parameters, 2)
method <- rep(c("bdf", "mixed"), each = length(parameters))
plot_data <- data.frame(eff = eff, parm = parm, method = method)

plot <- ggplot(data = plot_data,
aes(x = parm, y = eff, fill = method)) +

geom_bar(stat = "identity", width = 0.3, alpha = 0.8,
position = "dodge") +

theme_bw() + theme(text = element_text(size = 10)) + coord_flip() +
ylab("ESS / s") + xlab(" ")

plot
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Discussion
It is unclear which scenario warrant this method. The ODE may be stiff, both during the warmup and
sampling phase. Or it may always be non-stiff, in which case the rk45 solver is the superior choice. What
determines the behavior of the ODE is a combination of the system itself, and the parameters. Moreover, the
priors, through their influence on the posterior, can have a strong impact on how well the ODE behaves,
even in the simple example presented here.
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